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A Thousand Splendid
Suns HTJB, Inc.
This Side of
Paradise is a novel
about post-World
War I youth and
their morality.
Amory Blaine is a
young Princeton
University student
with an attractive
face and an
interest in
literature. His
greed and desire
for social status
warp the theme of
love weaving
through the story.

Fatal Accusation (Fatal
Series, Book 15) HTJB,

Inc.
Some secrets can kill...
NSA agent Bianca Marx is
determined to save her
marriage, even if it kills
her. Which it just might do
since she knows a secret
about her estranged
husband's latest mission.
A highly-skilled assassin
is hot on her trail and the
only man who can keep
her safe doesn't want
anything to do with her.
She'll be dead in 24
hours...unless he can
save her. After his
marriage failed, Navy
SEAL Callan Reese threw
himself into his work. On
his last black ops mission,
three of his men-three
good men who counted
on him-were killed. Now
PTSD and a military
investigation have
sidelined him...until
Bianca shows up. She
claims someone high up

in the US government
wants her dead, and the
assassin after her is also
after him. The couple that
spies together, dies
together... On the run from
the very government they
serve, Bianca and Cal only
have each other. When
they uncover a deadly
scandal threatening the
nation, they'll have one
chance to save the
day...and one last chance
at love.
Fatal Threat (Fatal Series,
Book 11) HTJB, Inc.
A dangerous truth revealed…
A prominent member of the
D.C. community has been
murdered, pulling Lieutenant
Sam Holland into yet
another high-stakes
homicide investigation that
has her trying to connect the
dots between a dead woman
and the friends and family
who’d turned against her
right before her untimely
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death. With numerous
scandals still fresh within the
department’s ranks, Sam is
under more than the usual
amount of pressure on the
job. All the while, Sam’s
husband, Vice President Nick
Cappuano, faces mounting
calls to declare his intention
to run for president in the
coming election, leaving the
second couple feeling the
strain at home—and on the job
as the family endures the first
holidays without their
beloved patriarch, Skip
Holland. As always, when
things become too hot to
handle on the job, Sam and
Nick turn to each other for
solace in the storm.
Fatal Justice (Fatal Series, Book 2)
The Floating Press
Nowhere is safe when the gods are
wicked.Since the beginning of
times, there have always been two
sides: Norms and Idols.But never
have the scales been so unbalanced
as they are today.I'm a Norm,
which means, I grew up in fear of
the Idols and their godly
powers.And now, I'm going to be
surrounded by them, day and
night. I've been offered a place at
the prestigious Gifted Academy, an
opportunity very few Norms
get.To survive, I must become
invisible. But my hope to get
through the academy unscathed
goes down the drain when the
most powerful boys in school set
their eyes on me.They hate me
simply because I'm a Norm. If they
knew who I truly am, they'd tear
me apart limb by limb. But I'm
done cowering away from Idols.

It's time for the Norms to fight back,
and it all starts with me.*Alternate
cover.
Famous (Quantum Series,
Book 8) Open Road +
Grove/Atlantic
First impressions can be
truly deceiving... Is it
possible the brash doctor
might be worth a second
look? Carmen Babysitting a
handsome, arrogant
neurosurgeon isn’t how I
imagined my first day at
Miami-Dade General
Hospital. After the tragic
loss of my husband, I’ve
focused on starting my
dream career. Dr. Jason
Northup isn’t going to mess
up my plans, even if he
makes my lady parts stand
up and say hello. He checks
every box on my clich�
list. However, my
heart—and other parts—don’t
seem to care about
clich�s... Jason I have
more important things to do
than bail out an attractive
new colleague, but I need
her. Carmen is my only
hope in convincing the
Miami-Dade board to
overlook my tarnished
reputation—and she makes
me feel optimistic again.
Romantic entanglements
are the last thing I need,
but Carmen isn’t an
entanglement. She’s a
beautiful breath of fresh
South Florida air. My
feelings for her are quickly
becoming the best kind of
scandal.

Fatal Affair Good Press
When tragedy strikes, a
cold case suddenly turns

hot—and deadly. A
peaceful morning is
shattered when
Washington Metro Police
lieutenant Sam Holland’s
beloved father succumbs
to injuries from an
unsolved shooting while
on duty four years ago.
As the community rallies
around Sam and her
family, one thing becomes
crystal clear: her father’s
death has turned the
unsolved case into a
homicide—and it’s on her
to bring her father’s
killer to justice. But the
case has been cold for
years…until an
anonymous tip that’s too
shocking to believe leads
Sam down a dark and
dangerous path. Her
husband, Vice President
Nick Cappuano, knows if
she can’t solve this case,
it will haunt her for the
rest of her life. She’ll
need the strength of their
bond to pull her out of the
darkness before it’s too
late, because as the
missing pieces rapidly fall
into place, Sam realizes
the truth might just break
her all the same—and that
her father’s killer isn’t
done yet…
Illness as Metaphor HTJB,
Inc.
Washington, D.C. Police
Lieutenant Sam Holland and
her husband, U.S. Senator
Nick Cappuano, have been
looking forward to a quiet
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Thanksgiving with their son.
But any thoughts of a
restful holiday are dashed
when Sam and Nick return
home to a gruesome scene:
her seventeen-year-old
niece Brooke, barely
conscious and covered in
blood on their front stoop.
With lines between personal
and professional blurring in
this emotionally charged,
deeply personal case, Sam
is relying on Nick more than
ever for support. But when
suspicious images from the
night in question appear on
social media, Sam begins to
wonder if her niece is
telling her everything she
knows about what really
happened. And when Nick
questions her tactics—and
her ethics—as she races
against the clock, Sam will
need to decide how far
she’s willing to go to prove
Brooke is a victim, not a
murderer.

Fatal Identity (Fatal
Series, Book 10) HTJB,
Inc.
The phone call that
changed their lives
forever… Minutes after
Vice President Nick
Cappuano and Lt. Sam
Holland get the call that
President Nelson has
been found dead in the
residence on
Thanksgiving, they’re
still processing that
Nick has been asked to
come to the White
House to take the oath

of office. As they go
through the motions to
ensure a peaceful
transition of power,
Sam has a million and
one concerns about her
husband, her family, the
Nelson family, the
country and the
enormity of what Nick
is about to take on. In
the back of her mind is
another major concern:
What does this mean for
my job? No other first
lady in history has held
a job outside the White
House, but she’s
determined to be the
first, to blaze new trails
for those who will
follow her. However, in
order to do that, she
quickly realizes that
compromises will have
to be made to continue
working as a Homicide
detective. Their lives
become an immediate
firestorm of meetings,
requests for interviews,
difficult questions from
their children and a host
of potential landmines
to navigate as they
make the transition
from second family to
first family. An
unexpected issue with a
diplomatic trip to Iran
quickly thrusts Nick
into the thick of his new

responsibilities while
Sam confronts a murder
investigation that may
have ties to a cold case
from fifteen years ago.
As everything around
them spins out of
control, Sam and Nick
take refuge with each
other, relying on their
unbreakable bond to see
them through the storm.
Fatal Fraud HTJB, Inc.
The classic, late-
eighteenth-century
horror novel described as
lewd and libidinous at the
time of its original
publication in 1796 tells
the story of a monk-
turned-serial killer who
rapes and kills women, is
sentenced to death by
the Inquisition, and sells
his soul to the devil.
Fatal Jeopardy (Fatal
Series, Book 7) Gramedia
pustaka utama
Book 7: Fatal Jeopardy,
Washington, D.C. Police
Lieutenant Sam Holland and
her husband, U.S. Senator
Nick Cappuano, have been
looking forward to a quiet
Thanksgiving with their
son. But any thoughts of a
restful holiday are dashed
when Sam and Nick return
home to a gruesome scene:
her seventeen-year-old
niece Brooke, barely
conscious and covered in
blood on their front stoop.
With lines between
personal and professional
blurring in this emotionally
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charged, deeply personal
case, Sam is relying on Nick
more than ever for support.
But when suspicious images
from the night in question
appear on social media, Sam
begins to wonder if her
niece is telling her
everything she knows about
what really happened. And
when Nick questions her
tactics—and her ethics—as
she races against the clock,
Sam will need to decide how
far she’s willing to go to
prove Brooke is a victim,
not a murderer. Content
warning: Sexual assault
Book 8: Fatal Scandal, As a
new year dawns in the
capital city, dual scandals
rock the Metropolitan Police
Department—and Lieutenant
Sam Holland is right in the
middle of them. Chief
Farnsworth is catching heat
for the way he handled a
recent homicide
investigation, and Detective
Gonzales is accused of
failing to disclose an earlier
connection to the judge who
decided his custody hearing.
When Gonzo’s fight for his
child turns deadly and he
has a shaky alibi, Sam must
defend two of her closest
colleagues. All while her
husband, Vice President
Nick Cappuano, settles into
his new office at the White
House. Nick begins to
wonder if the president is
using him for a political
boost, and his worries
mount over a complication
in the plans to adopt Scotty
at a time when Sam is being
put through the wringer by

the always-rabid D.C. press
corps. As the evidence
against Gonzo piles up, Sam
suspects someone is
gunning for her—and her
team. Book 9: Fatal Frenzy,
Inauguration day is almost
here… Lieutenant Sam
Holland is on medical leave,
recovering from an attack
that shook her to the core.
With no case to distract her,
she’s trying to stay
busy—even voluntarily
meeting with her new White
House staff. But it’s not
enough to keep the horrific
memories at bay, and her
family is worried, especially
her husband, Vice President
Nick Cappuano. Nick is
dealing with his own
demons where his wife’s
safety is concerned, losing
night after night of sleep as
he takes steps to ensure
what happened that day will
never happen again. The
pressure is building inside
the Cappuanos’ marriage,
and something’s got to give
before Nick takes the oath
of office. A series of knife
attacks in the midst of
inauguration madness has
the District on edge, and
when the case strikes
shockingly close to home,
Sam returns to help hunt
down a heartless killer. In a
case full of ugly twists and
turns, Sam will have to
confront her past and find
her strength again…before
it’s too late.

Harlequin: Fatal Scandal
Scholastic Inc.
Detective Sergeant Sam
Holland has a chance to

redeem her career when
she is assigned to
investigate a senator's
murder, but when she is
teamed up with a former
fling, she must separate
her reignited passions
from the case at hand.
How Much I Feel HTJB,
Inc.
Every family has its
secrets… As the first
anniversary of her
marriage to Vice
President Nick Cappuano
approaches, Lieutenant
Sam Holland is dreaming
of Bora Bora—sun, sand
and a desperately needed
break from the DC grind.
But real life has a way of
intervening, and Sam
soon finds herself taking
on one of the most
perplexing cases of her
career. Government
worker Josh Hamilton
begs Sam to investigate
his shocking claim that
his parents stole him
from another family
thirty years ago. More
complicated still, his
“father” is none other
than the FBI director.
When a member of
Josh’s family is brutally
murdered, Sam begins to
question how deep the
cover-up goes. Is it
possible the revered
director was part of a
baby-napping ring and
others involved are also
targets? With a killer
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intent on deadly revenge
and her team still reeling
from a devastating loss,
Sam’s plate is full—and
when Nick and their son,
Scotty, take ill, is her
dream of a tropical
anniversary celebration in
peril, too?
World Report on Violence
and Health Samuel French
Limited
From the New York Times
bestselling authors of the
Masters of M�nage
series.... They are the
Perfect Gentlemen of
Creighton Academy:
privileged, wealthy,
powerful friends with a wild
side. But a deadly scandal
is about to tear down their
seemingly ideal lives.
Maddox Crawford’s sudden
death sends Gabriel Bond
reeling. Not only is he
burying his best friend,
he’s cleaning up Mad’s
messes, including his
troubled company. Grieving
and restless, Gabe escapes
his worries in the arms of a
beautiful stranger. But his
mind-blowing one-night
stand is about to come back
to haunt him.... Mad
groomed Everly Parker to
be a rising star in the
executive world. Now that
he’s gone, she’s sure her
job will be the next thing
she mourns, especially
after she ends up
accidentally sleeping with
her new boss. If only their
night together hadn’t been
so incendiary—or Gabe like
a fantasy come true.... As

Gabe and Everly struggle to
control the heated tension
between them, they
discover evidence that
Mad’s death was no
accident. Now they must
bank their smoldering
passions to hunt down a
murderer—because Mad had
secrets that someone was
willing to kill for, and Gabe
or Everly could be the next
target....

Deadly Force A&C Black
Back from their
honeymoon, Senator Nick
Cappuano and D.C. Police
Lieutenant Sam Holland
are ready for some
normalcy after the
whirlwind of their
wedding, but someone
has other plans for them.
When Sam discovers
wedding cards containing
thinly veiled death
threats, she’s not sure if
she or Nick is the target.
Already on edge, Sam
and her team start
investigating a series of
baffling murders. The
victims are well-liked
with no known enemies,
and the murders are
carried out in a clean and
efficient manner. Unable
to find a clear motive for
the deaths, she feels like
she’s chasing her tail.
With no obvious
connection between the
victims, Sam soon
suspects that she may be
the ultimate prize in the
killer’s clever game.

When the danger starts to
hit a little too close to
home, she has two goals:
find the elusive murderer
and manage to live long
enough to enjoy her
happily ever after.
This Side of Paradise
HTJB, Inc.
With a killer on the loose,
it’s the worst time to be
on lockdown… It’s
another day at the office
for Washington Metro
Police Lieutenant Sam
Holland when a body
surfaces off the shores of
the Anacostia River.
Before Sam can sink her
teeth into the new case,
Secret Service agents
seize her from the crime
scene. A threat has been
made against her family,
and nobody will tell her
anything—including the
whereabouts of her
husband, Vice President
Nick Cappuano. This
isn’t the first time the
couple’s lives have been
at risk, but when a
bombshell from Sam’s
past returns to haunt her,
she can’t help but
wonder if there’s a
connection. With a
ruthless killer out for
vengeance, and Nick
struggling to maintain his
reputation after secrets
from his own past are
revealed, Sam tries to tie
the threat to a murder
that can’t possibly be a
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coincidence. And she has
to get it done before her
husband’s career is
irrevocably damaged…

Ravenous HTJB, Inc.
A riveting and powerful
story of an unforgiving
time, an unlikely
friendship and an
indestructible love
The Mistake I Made
Beach Path Publishing,
LLC
A deadly serious affair…
The story breaks as
Metro PD lieutenant Sam
Holland attends a dinner
party with her husband,
Vice President Nick
Cappuano: President
Nelson is accused of
having an affair. More
shocking still, campaign
staffer Tara Weber
claims the president
fathered her newborn
son—while the First Lady
was undergoing secret
cancer treatment. When a
high-profile murder case
hits Sam’s desk, she’s
shocked to uncover a
connection to the
presidential scandal. With
the department caught up
in its own internal
scandals, and the chief’s
job hanging by a thread,
Sam questions who she
can trust as her team
uncovers information that
clouds an already-murky
case. And with calls for
the president to resign
getting louder by the

minute, Sam needs to
close this case before she
finds herself living at
1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue.
Fatal Flaw (Fatal Series,
Book 4) HTJB, Inc.
Roni After I suddenly
lose my husband, Patrick,
in a senseless shooting,
I’m lost in a sea of well-
meaning people trying to
make the unimaginable
seem possible. How am I
supposed to go on
without the man who's
been at the center of my
life for nearly a decade?
My friends and family do
what they can for me, but
I quickly realize that
surviving this loss is
going to be on me. One
day to the next, I have to
make the decision to go
on, but life isn’t done
throwing me ringers, and
just when I think I’ve got
this young widow game
figured out, I find out
how wrong I am. When a
friend of my sister’s
connects me to the Wild
Widows, I find a group of
fellow travelers who
understand my new
reality in a way no one
else in my life ever
could. The Wild Widows
have one requirement for
membership to their
group—I must be open to
the possibility of a
Chapter 2, which is what
they call a second chance

at love. While I’m not in
any way looking for or
ready for a Chapter 2, if
I’ve learned anything it’s
that I’m not in control of
where this journey will
take me. Come along as
Roni and the other Wild
Widows navigate their
new realities with grace,
humor and compassion.
They will make you laugh
and cry and root for each
and every one of them in
this exciting, heartfelt
new series from New
York Times bestselling
author Marie Force.
Fatal Series Boxed Set,
Books 7-9 HTJB, Inc.
An NFL quarterback in
the Hail Mary play of his
life… Ryan Sanderson
has ten days to convince
his wife Susannah to give
their marriage another
chance—and there is
nothing he won’t do to
win her back, even if he
has to play a little dirty...
Read Marie Force’s first
published novel now with
an ALL NEW extended
epilogue! “Marie’s debut
novel is wonderful! I was
captured on the first
page, and her characters
are bigger than life. The
emotional tug-of-war
between two people who
loved deeply but lost,
takes you to the core in
matters of the heart.
Marie does a marvelous
job leading you to the
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edge, and back again. So
buckle up for a fun ride!”
—Magical Musings.
Line of Scrimmage HTJB,
Inc.
She wants a baby. He
wants her. Simple enough,
right?Ellie Godfrey has
kissed her share of frogs.
So many, in fact, that she
fears she won't recognize
her prince if and when he
finally comes along. Tired
of waiting for THE ONE,
Ellie decides to have a baby
on her own before it's too
late. When Jasper Autry
hears about Ellie's plan,
what else can he do but
step in and offer to
"contribute" to her project.
Does that make him an
opportunist? Whatever. He
wants the perpetually out-
of-reach Ellie Godfrey, and
when he sees his chance,
he takes it. That she's the
sister of his business
partner and close friend
Flynn gives him pause, but
it doesn't stop him from
having what he wants.As
Jasper and Ellie embark
upon their secret "project,"
he makes it clear that for
as long as they're together,
he's in charge--in the
bedroom anyway. After the
hottest sex of her life, Ellie
realizes she's made a deal
with the devil
himself.Warning: If you
hate foul-mouthed heroes
who like it a little rough and
dirty, this might not be the
book for you...Contains hot
and sexy BDSM scenes
among other things that
might not appeal to the faint

of heart. Enter at your own
risk and enjoy!
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